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DESIGNING HAZARD MITIGATION
PLANS IN AN ONLINE WORLD



HEADING1-AKIPDA HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

Last plan 2016
500+ pages, highly technical
Multi-jurisdictional plan covers "greater Louisville"

Bullitt, Henry, Oldham, Shelby, Spencer, and
Trimble counties and their respective cities

FEMA intends for hazard mitigation plans to be
designed for the public
Wanted to create a navigable, easy-to-use plan
designed for the public
Inspired by NYC and New York State's 2019 HMP plans





ONLINE HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
Easily navigable, digestible format rather than dense, technical document
Allows language change to accommodate non-English speaking community
members
Real time data so that plan grows and evolves as the region does. Paper plans
become dated from day of approval.
Uses web-based tools to allow for innovative analysis of hazards, risks.
Highly searchable  
Allows for continuous feedback on hazard issues
Especially for multi-jurisdictional plans, allows public to customize data to their
community instead of wading through information about the region and enables
quick data comparisons
COVID has highlighted need for more online tools
FEMA does not dictate format



Host Gator - website domain + hosting
Youtube - how to make WordPress site
WordPress - website development
Elementor Pro - website design 
100s of templates! 
Inspired by NYC and NY State sites 
Tableau - data visualizations and simple maps
ArcGIS online - raster maps
Datawrapper - creating visually appealing tables
Google sheets - contain more in depth data if needed

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



BUDGET
Hosting - $83/yr (covers multiple KIPDA sites)
Domain - $10/yr
Elementor Pro* - $199/yr (covers multiple KIPDA sites)
WordPress - Free
Tableau Public - Free
ArcGIS - KIPDA has enterprise license. Many ADDs already have licenses.  
Total: $292/yr
*Elementor has a free version as well. 

The only essentials for website development and maintenance cost $93/yr.



KIPDAHMP.ORG



MOVING FORWARD WITH ONLINE PLANNING

Sinkholes and landslides - limited available data. 
Feedback map will remain live 
Working with road managers and others to add problems as they happen

Multi-jurisdictional plans ARE DIFFICULT with small, HOA-like cities
Even with feedback map and web analysis, it's difficult to determine
vulnerability to a specific hazard by jurisdiction rather than county 
FEMA Multi-Jurisdictional Job Aid 2020

Integrating Survey123 and KIPDA hazard mitigation database
Better data for BCAs! 
Track recent issues

Working with MPO to track flooding and transportation infrastructure 

DATA IMPROVEMENTS!



QUESTIONS?



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLANNER
OLIVIA RANSEEN

olivia.ranseen@kipda.org
EMAIL ADDRESS

OFFICE: (502) 714-5109
PHONE NUMBER

REACH ME
FOR QUESTIONS OR MORE INFO

GIS SPECIALIST
ANNEMARIE SACRA

annemarie.sacra@kipda.org
EMAIL ADDRESS

OFFICE: (502) 266-6144 EXT 108
PHONE NUMBER



YouTube link for website development:
 

https://youtu.be/8AZ8GqW5iak


